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Author’s response to reviews:

While assessing your manuscript in-house, we found several instances where the text displayed similarities to text found in other previously published sources. While we understand that you may wish to express some of the same ideas contained in these publications, please be aware that we cannot condone the use of text from previously published work. We would therefore be grateful if you could reformulate the sections listed below to resolve the overlap between your manuscript and other sources.

The overlap primarily occurs between your submission and the following previously published sources:

https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1076/ceyr.25.6.363.14232

Thank you for placing this source in your References.

Please resolve the overlap in the below sections:

1. Discussion, page 12, lines 11-24 “Chemotactic activity is a common… present with chronic ocular inflammation.” R: All sections where we note overlap have been redefined to avoid previously published texts.

2. Discussion page 14, lines 55-61 “Subclinical inflammation has also been widely described in patients… and subconjunctival space.” R: All sections where we note overlap have been redefined to avoid previously published texts. Thank you for your consideration. I look forward to hearing from you. Sincerely, Ruiz Simonato Alonso. Universidade Federal Fluminense.